
BEGINNING POINTE - Summer Intensive 2014              - Tips and Helpful Information Instructor: Juliana Jordan

Breaking in your shoes: 
- Shank: bend right under the arch 
- Box: soften with hands, molding the edges (may step lightly) 
- Ball: use a roll-through motion to soften and aid demi-pointe 

How to Tie shoes properly:!
- Pull first ribbon up, so that you see the arch is supported, cross 

at ankle, wrap around once.  Repeat with other ribbon, crossing 
under first ribbon.!

- Tie on the INSIDE of the ankle (square, flat knot)!
- Tuck the ribbon in, making sure that it is secure between the 

ankle bone and the achilles tendon (but not on top of either)!
Terms to Understand/Define:!
- Roll Up (Elevé)!
- Spring Up (Relevé) !
- Being «on your box»!!
Strengthening Exercises: 

Foot Exercise: Spread a towel on the floor lengthwise in front of 
you. Place the ball of your foot on the edge closest to you. Curl 
the toes into you pulling the towel towards you. Repeat until the 
towel is completely pulled towards you, 20 or more curls. Change 
to the other leg. As this gets easier, dancers can add a weight, 
like a can of soup, to the end of the towel. 

Theraband exercise: Sitting up tall with the legs straight out in 
front of you, tummy in shoulders and hips square, back elongated 
place the theraband around the ball of the foot, hold the ends with 
the elbows to the sides. Starting with a flexed foot, extend the 
ankle to "demi" pointe, then full pointe then demi pointe and return 
to flex position. Repeat 20 times. 
*Don’t have a Theraband?  Sit in the same body position with feet 
together in parallel position (legs straight) and, while keeping your 
ankles together, spell the letters of the alphabet (invisible lines 
created by your toes)

ANATOMY OF A POINTE SHOE 
How to Sew shoes:  
 • Supplies: Shoes, Ribbon, Elastic, pen/pencil, lighter,          

scissors, needle and dental floss/Bunheads thread 
 • Measure natural arch of your foot (It is helpful to match          

it, drawing a line on the inside of your shoe as well as 
on the arch - this will guide where your ribbon is sewn) 

 • Measure ribbon, cut, and burn the edges          
 • Fold ribbon under, make sure shiny side faces out          
 ◦ DON’T sew the casing (where the drawstring is)                     
 ◦ DON’T sew all the way through the satin (sew                     

the ribbon to the inside lining) 
 • Elastic: fold heel down and measure one thumb on          

each side of the back seam - this is where you will 
attach your elastic 

 • Elastic crosses directly over the ankle bone - must not          
be too tight as to restrict blood supply/movement, but 
needs to be tight enough that it stretches even when 
the foot is flat  (you may want to burn the edges of your 
elastic after you’ve measured and cut - but don’t smell 
too closely!) !

Great Online Article/General Resource: 
http://balletnews.co.uk/pointe-shoes-deconstructed/
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